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Delivering great customer experiences matters 

to the bottom line

Customer experience 

(CX) leaders achieved 

more than double the 

revenue growth of 

CX laggards

Revenue of CX leaders and laggards over time

CX leaders CX laggards Leader average NPS1# Laggard average NPS1#

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

1102
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170

>2X
greater growth for 

leaders since 2016

44

25

46

26

1Net promoter score. 2Index, starting at 100 in 2016.

Source: McKinsey & Company. Experience-led growth: A new way to create value. March 23, 2023.

Note: Matched the NPS of 75 companies to their financial performance; leaders defined as top 50% of companies within same industry.

https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/growth-marketing-and-sales/our-insights/experience-led-growth-a-new-way-to-create-value?cid=eml-web


But customer expectations are higher than ever…

54%
of customers say the 

customer experience at 

most companies needs 

improvement1

64%
of customers wish companies 

would respond faster to their 

changing needs2

87%
of customers increasingly 

expect relevant, personalized 

information based on their 

decision journey3

32%
of customers would walk 

away from a brand they love 

after just one bad experience1

1PwC. Experience is everything: Here’s how to get it right. 2018.
2Accenture. The human paradox: From customer centricity to life centricity. July 2022.

3Deloitte. Want to pull ahead of the pack? Ramp up data-driven capabilities. March 2022.

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/advisory-services/publications/consumer-intelligence-series/pwc-consumer-intelligence-series-customer-experience.pdf
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/song/human-paradox
https://www.deloittedigital.com/content/dam/deloittedigital/us/documents/offerings/offerings-20220411-forrester-cx-%202021-download.pdf
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A connected experience for every role to deliver a 
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How we help customers deliver great experiences

Deeply understand customers Personalize every interaction Leverage data and AI

ServiceMarketing

Sales

Dynamics 365 

Sales

Dynamics 365 

Customer Service

Dynamics 365 

Customer Insights
Unifies customer data on the 

Customer Data Platform (CDP)

Connects to 1st and 3rd party 

data sources

Delivers real-time Customer 

Journey Orchestration (CJO)



Microsoft Cloud
AI you can trust

Your data is your data

Your data is not used to train 

the OpenAI foundation models 

without permission 

Your data is protected by 

the most comprehensive enterprise 

compliance and security controls



We have over 10 copilot features 

publicly available today in Customer Insights

+ capabilities to optimize setup, operations, analytics, and more…

Content Creation Insights & Segmentation Journey Creation



Recevie task assistance from copilot based on Docs

Public preview, oct 23



Identify and eliminate data quality  issues effortlessly with copilot

GA, Feb 2024https://releaseplans.microsoft.com/?app=Customer+Insights&status=new&planID=90dfcbdf-9358-ee11-be6f-000d3a55bcf1



Dialogue with Data in Dynamics 365 Customer Insights - Data



Leverage customer insights in other business applications

GA, Dec 23



Announcing Profile summaries for the seller
Announcing Public Preview (Dec 2023)



Optimize the web experience

Optimizely + Customer Insights

Optimizely extends copilot
Engage customers across the entire journey with rapid 

productivity and faster time-to-value, made possible 

with genAI and no code required

Announcing partnership



Journey Creator 

in Dynamics 365 

Customer Insights 

Journeys

Announcing Worldwide GA (Dec 2023)



Dynamics 365 Sales



Modern and refreshed user experience with updated styling and 

controls

Modern and refreshed user experience with 

updated styling and controls.

With this feature, sellers will be able to:

▪ New styling with drop shadows and brighter background 

colors for a more visually appealing and elevated 

appearance.

▪ Field controls such as text input, action input, lookup, and 

check box controls built and designed using fluent 

components for a more modern look and feel.

▪ New fluent-based controls in forms, business process 

flows, and dialogs for a modern and consistent experience 

across the platform.

▪ Command bar with consistent spacing, rounded corners, 

and elevation for a more intuitive and familiar experience.

▪ Refreshed headers, tabs, sections, and business process 

flows in form pages for easier navigation and improved 

user experience.

▪ Refreshed input and error message styling.

2023 RW 2 | Sales execution and sales force automation General availability: October 2023 Link to feature releaseMicrosoft Dynamics 365 Sales

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/release-plan/2023wave2/sales/dynamics365-sales/modern-refreshed-user-experience-updated-styling-controls


Visualize key stakeholders and take action with the smart organization 

chart

Sellers can map their customer organization 

within Dynamics 365 and maintain their buying 

roles by viewing their relationship map to know 

them better.

The smart organization charts offer the following capabilities:

▪ Build the entire org chart via simple drag-and-drop action.

▪ Leverage tags to indicate key players and decision-

makers.

▪ Create Assistant cards to include executive assistants in 

the organization chart.

▪ Capture notes directly from org charts on the go.

▪ Access your organization chart directly from the Contacts 

form as well.

▪ Monitor the health and risks of the customer relationships 

using relationship health embedded in organization 

charts.

▪ Get notified when contacts leave the organization with 

LinkedIn Sales Navigator License.

2023 RW 2 | Sales execution and sales force automation General availability: October 2023 Link to feature releaseMicrosoft Dynamics 365 Sales



Collaborate with AI-powered planner tasks in collaboration spaces

Empower sales teams to collaborate 

effectively with AI-powered planner 

tasks.

▪ The Sales Copilot bot monitors 

conversations in the deal room and 

suggests relevant tasks from discussions.

▪ If user agrees to create suggested tasks, 

tasks are automatically generated with 

assigned owners.

▪ A **Tasks** tab is created in the deal room 

channel to access these tasks and stay on 

top of the latest updates.

▪ This feature works for both Dynamics 365 

and Salesforce CRM users. 

2023 RW 2 | Microsoft Teams experiences General availability: February 2024 Link to feature releaseMicrosoft Dynamics 365 Sales



Chat / Natural Language Embedded AI 

Ask questions of your CRM data directly from within 

your core Sales application.

Deeply integrated UI in new and existing workflows in the 

Dynamics 365 shell.

D365 Sales

How can I help?

Copilot

D365 Sales

How can I help?

CopilotOpportunity Summary

Copilot in Dynamics 365 Sales

Deeply integrated AI capabilities embedded in your core sales application. Manage Leads, prepare for 

meetings, and let Copilot help ensure you’re getting the most out of your CRM data.



Copilot in Dynamics 365 Sales





1

2

3

Prompts to guide sellers to contextual 
insights into their sales data

Embedded visualizations to 
quickly assess performance

Summarize related sales records 
to stay on top of your deals

1

2

3

4
Links to easy access summarized 
sales records

4

5
Side car experience to get 
contextual insights such as latest 
customer news from Bing

5

Copilot in Dynamics 365 Sales
A new way to navigate and pull insights from Dynamics

Public Preview Dec 23



Personalize the service experience

Connect on customer’s terms

Meet the customers where they are with 

personalized and connected experiences 

delivered on their preferred channel.

———————————————————————————

Deliver omnichannel engagement: 

Offer customers the choice and convenience and allow them to 

engage on their terms through their preferred channel.

Provide easy, integrated voice calling experience 

Scale native calling for any size enterprise, with a suite of 

inbound/outbound voice features and SMS support

Secure interactions with customers

Protect and personalize with Nuance Gatekeeper to analyze a 

person’s unique voice signature and speech patterns 

Live Chat

SocialBots

Web

Calls 

SMS

IVR 

Voice Channel

Digital Engagement Channels

Mobile Apps



Copilot in 

Dynamics 365 

Customer Service

Microsoft Confidential



AI for the frontline

Introducing Copilot in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Guides - Microsoft Industry Blogs

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/blog/industrial-metaverse/2023/11/15/introducing-copilot-in-microsoft-dynamics-365-guides-bringing-generative-ai-in-mixed-reality-to-frontline-workers/


One more thing



The potential of AI is clear…

the question is what will you build?



BuildCustomize

aka.ms/copilotstudio

Microsoft Copilot Studio
Your copilot, your way

Manage

Announcing



Generative AI is changing building
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Time spent hand-

building topics

Conversations 

missed or escalated

Missed opportunity

Manually authored topics

Anticipate and build a manual topic for each 

possible user question

Then keep these topics up to date as your 

content changes

• Create Azure tenant and infra

• Annotate thousands of utterances and 

conversations to build a custom NL 

model

• Create topics in code using Visual 

Studio and BF SDK

• Host Azure Bot Service and instantiate 

the appropriate channel

• Deploy your copilot to the service

• Build your own custom analytics 

pipeline

• Every time your knowledge content 

changes (e.g. different hours) go and 

update the copilot in code

Traditional (e.g. Azure)



Generative AI is changing building
• Full E2E SaaS – no infra to host or 

manage

• No explicit NL training or custom 

model required, comes with powerful 

large language model

• Point to a knowledge sources and have 

a useful bot in minutes with Generative 

AI

• Customize your copilot with business-

critical topics using easy to use 

graphical interface and 1000s of pre-

built connectors, or call custom APIs

• Developers, low-code users can 

collaborate inside the same canvas with 

graphical multi-authoring and code 

side-by-side

• Publish to the channel of your choice in 

minutes with a few clicks

Copilot Studio with Generative 

AI
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Custom 

build

topics

+ help 

from 

Copilot
Topics handled by Generative 

Answers and Actions

Expose your knowledge sources and APIs 

and generative AI handles the rest
Vast coverage of the long tail, and as content 

changes, copilot answers change as well

Manually authored topics
Manually author business-critical topics 

quickly with Copilot Studio





Microsoft Copilot Studio
Your copilot, your way

Demo



More than 130,000 organizations

have experienced Copilot in 

Dynamics 365 and Power Platform



aka.ms/trycopilotstudio

Get 

started today

Learn more

Copilot Studio website aka.ms/copilotstudio

Blog aka.ms/copilotstudioblog

Demo aka.ms/copilotstudiodemo

Sizzle video aka.ms/copilotstudiosizzle

Product documentation aka.ms/copilotstudiodocs

FAQ aka.ms/copilotstudioFAQ

Pitch deck aka.ms/copilotstudiopitchdeck

Ignite on-demand session aka.ms/copilotstudioatignite

Community page aka.ms/copilotstudiocommunity



Empower every person and 

every organization on the 

planet to achieve more
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